4 Port HDMI 4K Quad View KVM Switch Pro (No. 32329)

Why view one source
when you can view four –
all on the same display!
The perfect solution where display space is a premium, the Lindy 4 Port
HDMI 2.0 & USB Quad View KVM Switch displays up to four devices on the
same screen, either independently or at the same time.
Multiple sources fighting for screen time is a major problem, especially within
industrial locations. The control rooms of factories, distribution facilities
and medical centres, for example, are ever evolving, with more emphasis on
data visualisation and the monitoring of video streams now essential as new
processes are implemented. But in many cases, such as where space is
a consideration, adding more displays is not viable or practical, so control room
operatives need to make better use of the displays that they have. In many
cases, the ability to display multiple devices on the same screen at the same
time will dramatically increase productivity, whilst also ensuring important
data is available whenever it is required.
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Announced today, Lindy’s latest 4 Port HDMI 2.0 & USB Quad View KVM Switch
is the answer. Able to display up to four HDMI-connected PCs simultaneously
on the same screen at the same time, this latest addition to Lindy’s display
switch range offers seamless switching between the sources and scales all
outputs up to 4K 3840x2160@60Hz 4:4:4 8bit. As well as HDMI 2.0, this new
interface also supports HDCP 1.4.
Control is simple thanks to selection buttons on the front of the unit. Simply
select any one of the sources for full-screen view or select the outputs you
want to see combined on the single screen. If built into a work station, an
optional IR sensor and remote control are also available for remote switching.
Users can also continue working on each of the connected PC’s by connecting
a USB keyboard and mouse. In Quad View, the mouse cursor can cross from
one window to the other freely by moving the mouse, without needing to select
the source via the front panel buttons.
If audio is required, this is also catered for, with Stereo LPCM and Multichannel
Dolby Digital, DTS, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD (HDMI Embedded) signals all
compatible and switchable.
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Where electronics are rack-mounted in a remote plant room, Lindy’s
range of CatX Extenders are able to distribute signals and provide twoway communications over a long distance in a cost-effective way.
The Lindy 4 Port HDMI 2.0 & USB Quad View KVM Switch is the perfect
solution where multiple devices need to be displayed on the same screen,
all in upscaled 4K HD video resolution.
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Specification: 4 Port HDMI 2.0 & USB Quad View KVM Switch
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Supports HDMI 2.0, HDCP 1.4
Features seamless switching between the sources
Features QuadView Video mode for monitoring and control
Max Input resolution: 1080p@60Hz 4:4:4 8bit
Max Output resolution: 4K 3840x2160@60Hz 4:4:4 8bit
Supports USB HID (Keyboard & Mouse only)
Optional IR sensor and remote control available upon request
Supports Audio over HDMI signal: Stereo LPCM and Multichannel
Dolby Digital, DTS, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD (HDMI Embedded)
Input ports: 4x HDMI, 4x USB Type B, IR 3,5mm, Sub-D 9pin RS232 Male
Output ports: 1x HDMI, 2x USB Type A, Sub-D 9 pin RS232 Female
Black Metal Enclosure
Power Consumption: 3W
Operating Temperature: 0°C - 40°C (32°F - 104°F)
Storage Temperature: -20°C - 60°C (-4°F - 140°F)
Operating Humidity: 10% - 80% (non-condensing)
Storage Humidity: 0% - 90% (non-condensing)
Compliance Information: CE, FCC (Class B), RoHS, REACH
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Additional details are available in the Lindy online shop at
www.lindy.co.uk/search/32329
For a first look at this product and others, visit the Lindy
stand at ISE 201, stand 8-K140.
For further information about Lindy, visit www.lindy.com
Printable pictures relating to this press release
can be found here.
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About Lindy - lindy.com
We create technology for the connected world.
New digital technologies are changing how our society communicates.
Our vision is to identify people’s needs and provide the right environment
for meeting them. We make this happen with leading-edge solutions
that seamlessly connect, share, convert and extend a wide range of
digital and analogue signals.
A wave of digitisation is sweeping our world and increasingly shaping and
altering how we act and live, our homes and workplaces, businesses, public
facilities and spaces – even entire cities. Digital technologies are now omn
present. Everything is communicating with everything else: people with
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devices, devices with other devices, buildings with people, and buildings with
other buildings. It’s up to us to shape our digital future so it will yield the
greatest benefits.
At Lindy we’re convinced that, if we have the right ideas and persevere,
we can protect the environment while enjoying safer, more rewarding lives.
The basis for doing so, and the intelligence behind it, can be summed up
in one word: connectivity. This is the prerequisite for all communication.
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And we are working to forge connections and make the whole universe of
content available anywhere and in any setting.
For more than eight decades, connectivity has been the core of and driving
force behind our activities. We provide state-of-the-art technologies and
products that bring people and media together. And we accomplish this by
connecting, sharing and converting analogue and digital signals while constantly
extending the limits of transmission. Through it all, we think holistically
and make sure that all components smoothly integrate. We develop intelligent,
combined connectivity solutions to progressively merge our IT and AV worlds.
Digital technologies are irreversibly transforming the world’s markets.
They are also giving us new perspectives and enabling us to support our
customers even more effectively and systematically. And that really energises
us at Lindy. Our expertise and large product portfolio give us maximum
flexibility for delivering solutions. No matter what our business partners
and customers require, we leverage our combined connectivity solutions
to boost their competitveness.
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